Transdisciplinary scholarships allows for people from multiple backgrounds to work together on challenges. It focuses on building knowledge between, across and beyond traditional disciplines.

**WHY?**
Tackle Grand Challenges  
Broader Engagement  
Enhance Image of University  
Help the Community

**TASK**
How to best implement more transdisciplinarity into our work at the University of Calgary

**HOW**
Transdisciplinary Activity Centers  
TACs are responsible for identifying and removing barriers to organic transdisciplinary activity across the University. There will be one TAC for each area of focus. Each TAC will have three leads. Leads would be responsible for facilitating interactions between institutes, across faculties and between partner organizations.

**4 AREAS OF FOCUS**
Creating the Future of Health  
Building People-Centered Cities  
Leading the Energy Transformation  
Advancing Digital Frontiers

To read full report by working group click here.
Future-focused program delivery will revolutionize the education students receive by providing a personalized, modular approach to credentials.

**WHY?**
Students can do their education all at once or over several years. They can collect a series of certificates or stack them into a degree from a highly regarded research university. Additionally, students can complete education in person, online, or through a combination of both.

**STRATEGY**
- Modularizing programs
- Expanding micro-credentials
- Reviewing current programs & developing new programs
- Delivering programming in multiple modalities

**HOW**
1) Program Innovation Hub
2) Incentive models for program development
3) Review of governance & approval for new programs
4) Develop programs & recruit students
5) System changes

**BENEFIT**
Through future-focused program delivery we will create, grow, and sustain meaningful, flexible, innovative and relevant programs of exceptional academic quality in era of limited fiscal resources and increasingly-at-risk funding.
Deepening our partnerships with businesses, community groups and civil society presents an incredible opportunity for the University of Calgary. For students, such partnerships means more internship and post-graduate employment opportunities, more relevant curricula & more exposure to industry or community experts.

**TASK**
How to best implement a new model of community partnership at the University of Calgary

**HOW**
**PURPOSEFUL MEGA PARTNERSHIPS**
Mega Partnerships represent the incredible potential for academic, industry and community to work together on a shared mission and to rapidly advance practical, real-world solutions addressing wicked global problems and inspiring transformation for the benefit of society and the future of humanity.

**FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT**

**INTERNAL LENS**
UCalgary recognizes and values the engagement and expertise of our partner. We have the people, resources, processes, and functional management structure to support mega partnerships.

**EXTERNAL LENS**
External community partners recognize and value UCalgary’s expertise in areas of strategic importance and shared interest. Partners align with UCalgary’s mission, values and UCalgary’s policies and procedures.

**TO READ FULL REPORT BY WORKING GROUP CLICK HERE**